The ground state of the S = 1/2 J1 − J1 Heisenberg model on the 2D square lattice with arbitrary signs of exchange constants is considered. States with different spin long-range order types (antiferromagnetic checkerboard, stripe, collinear ferromagnetic) as well as disordered spin-liquid states are described in the frames of one and the same analytical approach. It is shown inter alia, that the phase transition between ferromagnetic spin liquid and long-range order ferromagnet is a second-order one. On the ordered side of the transition the ferromagnetic state with rapidly varying condensate function is detected.
orem is impossible for any spin, at T = 0 for large S LRO exists throughout the "J 1 − J 2 -circle". Nevertheless, it is generally accepted that for S = 1/2 even for T = 0 spin fluctuations near phase transition points lead the system to one of the singlet states without LRO and with nonzero spin gap. The structure of disordered phases remains debatable. Usually the following states are considered: spin liquid, conserving translational and SU (2) symmetry of the Hamiltonian; plaquette lattice covering, which breaks translational symmetry, but conserves SU (2) symmetry; and states that break both translational and SU (2) symmetry.
In the present work the ground state of 2D J 1 − J 2 Heisenberg model is investigated in the frames of spherically symmetric self-consistent approach (SSSA) for twotime retarded Green's functions (Refs. 3,4, see also recent review in Ref. 5 ). This approach automatically conserves SU (2) symmetry of the Hamiltonian, translational symmetry and spin constraint on the site. Unlike previous treatments of S = 1/2 model, we investigate the entire phase diagram for arbitrary values of J 1 and J 2 , including cases of J 1 < 0, J 2 > 0 and J 1 < 0, J 2 < 0.
In the quantum limit S = 1/2, the first quadrant of the diagram 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ π/2, tan ϕ = J 2 /J 1 , J 1 , J 2 > 0, has been studied up to now most extensively. In this case a disordered state (spin liquid) appears between AFM and stripe LRO phases. The transitions AFM -spin liquid -stripe phase are continuous in the frames of SSSA.
The region J 1 < 0, J 2 > 0 for S = 1/2 of the phase diagram has been investigated in frames of SSSA in 6, 7 , where the the first order transition between FM LRO state and spin liquid has been stated. As it will be seen hereafter, unlike 6, 7 , our consideration leads a continuous secondorder transition between the mentioned states, the properties of FM state being significantly modified near the transition.
Before discussing the phase diagram in the whole range of the angle ϕ, let us write down the Hamiltonian H and the form of spin-spin Green's function G zz (ω, q), which can be obtained in the frames of SSSA [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] (for SSSA 
Expressions for A and δ from (6) are rather unwieldy, and we do not present them completely. We will just present the form of Aδ AF M as an example:
In (7) the correlators c r = αc r are written in one vertex α approximation ( 5, 6 ). Five correlators c r (r = g, d, 2g, r gd = |g + d|, 2d) and vertex correction α are obtained self-consistently through the Green's function G zz . The additional condition is the exact sum rule fulfillment
, and δ Stripe (q) have a clear physical meaning and define the spin excitation spectrum basic properties. For all phases -three ordered (AFM, stripe, and FM), and spin liquid -the spin gap is closed at the zero point Γ = (0, 0). In the FM phase the spectrum around Γ is quadratic in q, for other phases it is linear. Near the transitions to FM from the neighboring phases the spectrum around Γ has the form ω q ∼ q δ F M + q 2 4 . So δ F M dictates the conversion from FM spectrum ω q ∼ q 2 to ω q ∼ q. In the AFM phase the spin gap is closed not only in Γ, but also in AFM point Q = (π, π). When approaching to the AFM phase from the neighboring phases the spectrum around Q is ω q ∼ √ δ AF M + κ 2 , κ = |Q − q|, i.e. δ AF M directly defines the gap ∆ AF M in the spectrum. For the stripe phase and it's neighborhood the situation is similar to that for AFM phase (with corresponding substitutions, the role of control point goes from Q to to stripe points X = (0, π), (π, 0)).
Thus, vanishing of any of the three parameters δ F M , δ AF M , δ Stripe defines transition to the corresponding ordered phase and simultaneous alteration of the spectrum near the corresponding control point (transition from linear to quadratic for FM and vanishing of the spin gap in the Dirac spectrum for two others). For the spin liquid the spectrum gap is opened in the whole Brillouin zone except Γ.
Let us depict in more detail the description of the spin LRO. The structure factor has the form
here n (ω q ) is Bose function. Correlation functions are expressed through the structure factor as
where the condensate part is
At T → 0 δ-like peaks in the structure factor can appear at some points q 0 of the Brillouin zone (where ω q tends to zero), this peaks being induced by the Bose function n (ω q ). Then the condensate term c cond appears in the correlation functions c R . This corresponds to the LRO existence (c cond defines spin-spin correlator at the infinity). The term without n (ω q ) on the right hand side of (9) goes to zero as R → ∞.
For AFM and stripe long-range orders the condensate term appears as the spectrum ω q vanishes correspondingly at the points Q and X. As mentioned above, the spectrum near this points is (in the corresponding phase) ω q ∼ κ, where κ = |q − Q| or |q − X|. The Green's function numerator F q does not vanish at this points. The spectrum linearity and nonzero F q value constitute the condition for condensate to appear 3 . In the presence of FM LRO spin condensate appears at the point Γ. Near this point the Green's function numerator F q ∼ q 2 , so the spectrum near Γ is to be also quadratic ω q ∼ q 2 for the condensate to appear. Note that if the third exchange interaction J 3 is added to the model, the helical LRO can also be realized. In the J 1 − J 2 − J 3 model the condensate peak point in the structure factor can be located not only at Γ, Q, or X, but also at arbitrary incommensurate point on the side or diagonal of the Brillouin zone 8 . Fig. 2 shows the phase diagram at T → 0, the condensates and correlators corresponding to first three coordination spheres being depicted. Fig. 3 represents spin gaps in the symmetrical points. In the interval 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕ 1 = 0.051 AFM LRO is realized: spin gap at AFM point Q is zero, ∆ Q = 0, the spectrum near Q is linear in |q − Q|, there is a nonzero AFM condensate c AF M cond . At the same time spin gap at the point Q passes through the maximum, and the gap at stripe points X monotonically decreases (Fig. 3) .
At ϕ = ϕ 2 the stripe gap ∆ X vanishes, the spectrum at stripe points X becomes linear, and condensate c Stripe cond becomes nonzero, the system turns to the LRO stripe phase, which is realized in the interval ϕ 2 ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕ 3 = 2.141. Note the very interesting point ϕ = π/2, where J 1 = 0, J 2 = 1. The lattice with this exchange couplings splits into two noninteracting AFM sublattices. Then it is obvious that Fig. 2 ). Note that at ϕ = π/2, as in AFM phase, ∆ Q = 0 (see Fig. 3 ), however, this does not lead to AFM LRO, because F (Q, ϕ = π/2) also vanishes, and as a result c AF M cond (ϕ = π/2) = 0. At the point ϕ = ϕ 3 stripe gap ∆ X opens, and the system again turns to the spin liquid state (SL 2 ), realized in the interval ϕ 3 < ϕ < ϕ 4 = 2.712 (but the structure of the short-range order differs from that at ϕ 1 ≤ ϕ ≤ ϕ 2 ). It is worth noting, that the next-nearest neighbor correlator c d remains negative throughout the SL 2 existence, i.e. the short-range order is not rearranged to the FM-like, where c g , c d , c 2g > 0. The absolute value of c d almost everywhere, except tiny region near ϕ 4 , is larger than the nearest neighbor correlator c g .
Let us emphasize ones more, that for all the mentioned phases the spectrum near Γ = (0, 0) is linear in q.
At ϕ = ϕ 4 there again appears a phase with LRO (ferromagnetic) and nonzero corresponding condensate c F M cond . Spectrum near the point Γ becomes quadratic in q (and the gap ∆ Γ (ϕ 4 ) = 0). Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 demonstrate, that two regions are distinguishable in this phase -FM 1 and FM 2 . FM 1 covers in the tiny interval ϕ 4 < ϕ < ϕ 5 = 2.733. Here condensate c 
→ FM
2 . Dashed line is the extrapolatin of SL 2 energy to the intersection with the FM 2 energy (from 6 ). Based on this extrapolation, it was concluded in 6 , that a first order transition occurs near the intersection point. Our consideration leads to a conclusion (see Fig. 4 exists also for angles ϕ < ϕ 5 , down to ϕ = π − arctan (1/2), but in this region it happens to be metastable relative to FM 1 and SL 2 .
At the angles ϕ ≥ ϕ 5 the FM 2 solution is realized up to ϕ 6 = 3π/2. This point is a very special one. At ϕ 6 the lattice is splitted into two noninteracting sublattices. At ϕ → ϕ 6 −0 there is no frustration with respect to the FM order, at ϕ → ϕ 6 +0 -no frustration with respect to the AFM order. Therefore it is physically obvious that in the quantum limit a transition between these two phases is of the first order, as do our calculations confirm. Let us also note that, as it can be seen from Fig. 3 , at ϕ → ϕ 6 + 0 (J 1 = +0, J 2 = −1), AFM condensate, i.e. absolute value of the spin-spin correlation function at infinity, is much larger than in the "standard" AFM (ϕ = 0, J 1 = 1, J 2 = 0), and is equal to FM condensate at ϕ → ϕ 6 − 0. It means that FM next-nearest neighbor exchange with zero nearest exchange leads to stronger AFM order, than nearest AFM exchange with zero next-nearest one.
In conclusion let us note, that the significant spin excitations damping can be expected near the transitions spin liquid → LRO phase. Accounting for the damping can shift the boundary of the corresponding transition. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 , where the dependence of SL 1 phase boundaries on the damping parameter γ is represented. We used the simple semiphenomenological approximation for the Green's function G This work is supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Research, grant 13-02-00909a.
